Introduction
============

Music and language are rule-governed systems. The rules, which organize events (e.g., chords, words) structurally over time, define syntactic principles. Acculturated listeners and speakers have implicit knowledge of musical and linguistic syntax, allowing them to develop expectations about future musical and linguistic events (Besson and Schön, [@B3]; Patel, [@B37]). Such structural similarities have encouraged investigations about the domain-specificity or generality of music and language processing.

Evidence of independence between music and language processing mainly comes from neuropsychological studies revealing a double dissociation between music and language deficits for brain-damaged patients (Basso and Capitani, [@B1]; Peretz et al., [@B41], [@B40]). While few behavioral and neurophysiological studies have reported independent processes (Besson et al., [@B2]; Bonnel et al., [@B8]), several behavioral and neurophysiological studies have reported dependent processes for music and language (Patel et al., [@B38]; Bigand et al., [@B7]; Koelsch et al., [@B29], [@B30], [@B31]; Maess et al., [@B34]; Tillmann et al., [@B53]; Poulin-Charronnat et al., [@B44]; Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48]; Fedorenko et al., [@B15]; Slevc et al., [@B47]). Behavioral studies have shown, for example, that musical structures influence syllable (Bigand et al., [@B7]) and word (Poulin-Charronnat et al., [@B44]) processing in vocal music. Event-related potential (ERP) studies have shown that (1) the late positivity P600, which reflects syntactic integration, is not language-specific but can be elicited by music-syntactic violations (Patel et al., [@B38]), and (2) music-syntactic violations can elicit an early right anterior negativity (ERAN), which is comparable to the left-lateralized (early) anterior negativity (i.e., (E)LAN) elicited by linguistic-syntactic violations (Koelsch et al., [@B29]). In addition, functional imaging data have revealed that cortical areas involved in linguistic processing (e.g., Broca\'s area) are also involved in music processing (Maess et al., [@B34]; Koelsch et al., [@B30]; Tillmann et al., [@B53]). Based on these data, Patel ([@B36]) proposed the "shared syntactic integration resource hypothesis" (SSIRH): Music and language share neural resources for processes linked to the structural integration of events (i.e., processing of structural relations between events (chords/words) in working memory). In contrast, the musical and linguistic representations would be stored in distinct neural networks and can be selectively damaged, thus reconciling the double dissociations that had been observed in patients (Basso and Capitani, [@B1]; Peretz et al., [@B41], [@B40]).

The SSIRH predicts that "tasks which combine linguistic and musical syntactic integration will show interference between the two" (Patel, [@B36], p. 679). This hypothesis has been initially supported by ERP studies showing interactive influences between the simultaneous processing of music-syntactic and linguistic-syntactic structures (Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48]). Using a cross-modal paradigm, visually presented sentences were synchronized with auditorily presented chord sequences. As in previous studies investigating either language processing (e.g., Gunter et al., [@B22]) or music processing (e.g., Koelsch et al., [@B29]), syntactically incorrect words elicited a LAN, while music-syntactically unexpected chords (i.e., Neapolitan chords containing out-of-key tones) elicited an ERAN. Most importantly, linguistic and musical syntax interacted: A music-syntactically unexpected chord reduced the amplitude of the LAN while a linguistic-syntactically unexpected word reduced the amplitude of the ERAN. Recently (and in parallel to our present study), a behavioral study measuring reading-times in a self-paced reading paradigm reported cross-modal interactive influences of music-syntactic violations on syntactic complexity processing in garden-path sentences (Slevc et al., [@B47]). Reading-times showed enhanced garden-path effects (i.e., longer reading-times for syntactically unexpected words) when sentences were presented simultaneously with music-syntactically unexpected, out-of-key chords (compared to expected in-key chords).

These cross-modal experiments used strong musical expectancy violations and introduced unexpected, out-of-key chords or chords with out-of-key tones that created acoustic violations with the preceding context (thus creating a confound with the music-syntactic violation). However, previous research investigating music perception has promoted the need for controlled musical materials with the aim to disentangle the influence of acoustic deviance from that of music-syntactic processing (Tekman and Bharucha, [@B49]; Bigand et al., [@B5], [@B6]; Koelsch et al., [@B32]). In particular, musical context effects can be due to knowledge-driven processes (referred to as cognitive priming) or sensory-driven processes (i.e., sensory priming). The former result from the activation of listeners' knowledge of Western musical syntax, the later from the difference in acoustic overlap between prime and target (i.e., harmonic spectra, tone repetition vs. novelty). Out-of-key tones do not only create an expectancy violation based on listeners' tonal knowledge and musical-syntax processing, but create sensory dissonance with the other context tones as well (Terhardt, [@B50]). These perceptual changes define unexpected events as sensory deviants. The use of unexpected events with out-of-key tones does not allow distinguishing whether context effects are due to violations of musical structures or to violations of sensory features. Relatively subtle tonal manipulations (such as comparing target chords belonging to the same context key, i.e., tonic vs. subdominant) avoid creating any contextual dissonance and thus allow focusing on cognitive priming and musical structure processing.

This kind of experimental control is also relevant for the investigation of interactions between music and language processing, notably to be able to study interactions only due to music-syntactic processing (and not due to acoustic deviance processing). Our Experiment 1 investigated the interaction between simultaneous music-syntactic and linguistic-syntactic processing with more subtle music-syntactic violations than those previously used. For this aim, the music-syntactic manipulation used the in-key subdominant chord as the unexpected chord and the in-key tonic chord as the expected chord. With this musical material, previous studies have shown faster and more accurate processing for the expected tonic chord than for the less-expected subdominant chord (referred to as the tonal function effect). Originally, this tonal function effect was observed with tasks that focused on a perceptual feature of the target chord (e.g., consonance/dissonance judgment, Bigand et al., [@B5]). More recently, the tonal function effect was observed with tasks that focused on a simultaneously presented linguistic feature, such as sung, spoken, and visual syllables (Bigand et al., [@B7]; Escoffier and Tillmann, [@B13]; Hoch and Tillmann, [@B24], respectively). The effect of tonal function on syllable processing suggests that listeners process musical structures, even when these structures are task-irrelevant.

In a cross-modal paradigm (i.e., task-relevant visual information presented with a musical background), Escoffier and Tillmann ([@B13]) compared target chord processing in tonal sequences (ending with an expected tonic or a less-expected subdominant chord) and in tonally neutral sequences (i.e., baseline sequences). The comparison to neutral baseline sequences followed a rationale previously used in psycholinguistics to study costs and benefits of contextual expectations (e.g., Jonides and Mack, [@B27]). In contrast to the tonal sequences (ending on tonic vs. subdominant), which install a tonal center and evoke expectations for the tonic in particular, the baseline sequences do not install a tonal center and thus do not guide listeners' tonal expectations. In Escoffier and Tillmann ([@B13]), the processing of the visual event was faster for the tonic condition than for the baseline condition, but was not slowed down in the subdominant condition, which did not differ from the baseline condition. This comparison to baseline thus suggests that the cross-modal influence of the tonal function on the visual processing is not due to a general distraction or attentional shift (due to the unexpected subdominant), but rather to a benefit of processing thanks to the expected tonic chord.

Our Experiment 1 used a cross-modal paradigm: Sentences were presented visually in synchrony with auditorily presented task-irrelevant chord sequences, which ended on an expected tonic chord or a less-expected subdominant chord. Participants performed a lexical decision task on the final word, which was syntactically expected or unexpected. If previously reported interactive influences between music-syntactic and linguistic-syntactic processing were not due to the acoustic violation created by the strong music-syntactic violation (i.e., out-of-key chords or tones, Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48]), then Experiment 1 should reveal an interaction: The linguistic-syntactic expectancy effect should be modulated by the tonal function of the final chord and the tonal function effect (i.e., the musical expectancy effect) should be modulated by the linguistic-syntactic expectancy. Based on the previously reported tonic facilitation in a cross-modal paradigm (Escoffier and Tillmann, [@B13]), interfering processes between music-syntactic and linguistic-syntactic processing should be reflected in a reduced or vanished tonic facilitation when simultaneously presented with a syntactically unexpected word. Such interfering processes between music-syntactic and linguistic-syntactic processing would support the hypothesis of shared structural and temporal integration resources, as formulated for syntax in the SSIRH (Patel, [@B36]).

Experiment 1: Syntactic Expectancy and Musical Expectancy
=========================================================

Method
------

### Participants

Thirty-two students from the University of Lyon (*M* ± SD = 22 ± 2.83 years) participated in Experiment 1. Number of years of formal musical practice ranged from 0 to 12 (3.72 ± 4.11 years; Mdn = 2 years). All participants gave informed consent, and none of the participants reported to have an auditory impairment.

### Materials

#### Musical material

Twelve eight-chord sequences from Bigand et al. ([@B7]) were used; half ended on the expected tonic chord and the other half on the less-expected subdominant chord. The inter-chord distance was set to zero. The first seven chords sounded for 625 ms each (thus a stimulus onset asynchrony of 625 ms), and the final chord sounded for 850 ms (due to the timbre\'s resonance). Sequences were generated with Cubase 5.1 (Steinberg) and Grand Piano sound samples using Halion software sampler (Steinberg).

#### Linguistic material

In 24 French sentences of eight syllables (Appendix), the final word of each sentence defined the target, which was monosyllabic and syntactically expected. Aiming for semantically expected target-words, the syntactically expected sentences were constructed on the basis of a pretest. In the pretest, the targets were given as the appropriate final word by at least 60% of the participants (students from the University of Lyon that did not participate in Experiment 1) in a free-completion task. The syntactic expectancy manipulation consisted of a gender violation (also named morphosyntactic violation, see Gunter et al., [@B22]): The target word was either syntactically expected or unexpected relative to the preceding article (e.g., "Le méchant chien dort dans la~\[fem.\]~**niche**~\[fem.\]~**/***The nasty dog is sleeping in the\[fem.\] **kennel***~\[fem.\]~" *vs*. "Le méchant chien dort dans le~\[masc.\]~**niche**~\[fem.\]~**/***The nasty dog is sleeping in the~\[masc.\]~**kennel***~\[fem.\]~," see [Appendix](#A1){ref-type="app"}). This manipulation was applied to all 24 sentences, leading to 48 experimental sentences.

Pseudo-words were constructed from target-words by altering one letter \[e.g., "puche" instead of "poche" (pocket)\]. This modification changed only one phoneme and did not violate orthographic or phonological rules of French. None of the pseudo-words were pseudo-homonyms in French.

Each sentence was visually presented, syllable-by-syllable, on the center of the screen. For polysyllabic words, a dash was presented at the end of the syllable to indicate that the word continued on the next screen. The syllable-by-syllable presentation allowed reading at a comfortable pace using the chords' stimulus onset asynchrony of 625 ms. The first seven syllables of each sentence were presented in white (380 ms followed by an inter-syllable-interval of 245 ms), and the target was displayed in red up to the participant\'s response, with a timeout of 1200 ms.

#### Audio-visual presentation

The onset of each syllable was synchronized with the onset of each chord so that the target word (or pseudo-word) was synchronized with the onset of the final chord. The 96 sentences (i.e., the 48 sentences ending on either a word or a pseudo-word) were presented with a musical sequence ending on either a tonic or a subdominant chord. The resulting 192 trials were presented in pseudorandom order, where the presentation of the same sentence was separated by at least four other sentences and consecutive presentations of each experimental condition were limited to five repetitions. A different pseudorandom order was created for each participant. The experiment was run with the PsyScope Software (Cohen et al., [@B10]).

### Procedure

Participants were informed that sentences containing eight syllables were presented syllable-by-syllable on successive screens with music in the background. Their task was to read the sentences and to decide as quickly and accurately as possible whether the last element was a word or a pseudo-word (i.e., lexical decision task). Before the presentation of the first syllable, a fixation cross appeared in the center of the screen. Participants were first trained in the lexical decision task with eight isolated words and pseudo-words that was followed by training with four sentences accompanied by chord sequences. Error feedback was given in the training and experimental phases. A 250-ms noise mask followed each trial to diminish the trace of the preceding musical sequence in the sensory memory buffer and thus its influence on the processing of the following musical sequence (as, for example, in Bigand et al., [@B5]; Escoffier and Tillmann, [@B13]).

Results
-------

The mean accuracy was 94 and 97% for words and pseudo-words, respectively. The means of correct response times (RTs) were 588 ms (range: 455--826 ms) and 643 ms (range: 495--829 ms) for words and pseudo-words, respectively. Correct RTs were individually normalized with a mean of 0 and a SD of 1, providing *z*-scores. For words[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}, percentages of correct responses (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) and normalized RTs (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) were, respectively, analyzed by two 2 × 2 ANOVAs with syntactic expectancy (expected, unexpected) and tonal function (tonic, subdominant) as within-participant factors and either participants (*F*~1~) or target-words (*F*~2~) as a random variable.

###### 

**Percentages of correct responses (%CR) and correct response times (RTs, raw latencies in ms) presented as a function of Linguistic Expectancies (Syntactic for Experiment 1 and Semantic for Experiment 2) and Tonal Function (Tonic, Subdominant)**. SE are indicated in brackets.

        Tonal function   Experiment 1   Experiment 2                                                  
  ----- ---------------- -------------- -------------- -------- --------- -------- --------- -------- ---------
  %CR   Tonic            95.83          (0.75)         92.19    (0.89)    97.01    (0.82)    92.19    (1.45)
        subdominant      95.57          (0.77)         92.32    (1.15)    95.18    (1.38)    90.36    (1.52)
  RTs   Tonic            564.91         (16.67)        603.32   (18.18)   572.15   (18.93)   635.30   (17.39)
        subdominant      582.45         (17.43)        601.47   (17.95)   583.46   (18.95)   646.32   (18.40)

![**Normalized correct response times (*z*-scores) for words presented as a function of syntactic expectancy (expected, unexpected) and tonal function (tonic, subdominant) for Experiment 1**. Error bars indicate between-participants SE.](fpsyg-02-00112-g001){#F1}

For correct responses and normalized RTs, the main effect of syntactic expectancy was significant, *F*~1~(1, 31) = 27.99, *p* \< 0.001, MSE = 13.61, *F*~2~(1, 23) = 12.68, *p* \< 0.005, MSE = 28.87, and *F*~1~(1, 31) = 57.68, *p* \< 0.001, MSE = 0.03, *F*~2~(1, 23) = 39.52, *p* \< 0.001, MSE = 0.03, respectively. Expected words were processed more accurately and faster than syntactically unexpected words. For the normalized RTs, the two-way interaction between syntactic expectancy and tonal function was significant, *F*~1~(1, 31) = 6.25, *p* \< 0.05, MSE = 0.03, *F*~2~(1, 23) = 8.95, *p* \< 0.01, MSE = 0.02. For expected words, a musical expectancy effect was observed: Processing was faster when the target word was presented with a tonic rather than with a subdominant chord *F*~1~(1, 31) = 6.12, *p* \< 0.05, MSE = 0.05, *F*~2~(1, 23) = 5.59, *p* \< 0.05, MSE = 0.03. For syntactically unexpected words, this tonic facilitation was not observed (*F*~1~ and *F*~2~ \< 1). In addition, the syntactic expectancy effect was decreased when the target word was presented together with a subdominant chord, *F*~1~(1, 31) = 10.78, *p* \< 0.005, MSE = 0.03, *F*~2~(1, 23) = 8.71, *p* \< 0.01, MSE = 0.02, rather than with a tonic chord, *F*~1~(1, 31) = 50.96, *p* \< 0.001, MSE = 0.03, *F*~2~(1, 23) = 38.84, *p* \< 0.001, MSE = 0.03.

Discussion
----------

In Experiment 1, expected words were processed faster and more accurately than syntactically unexpected words, reflecting the influence of morphosyntactic expectancies (see Colé and Segui, [@B11]; Friederici et al., [@B19]; Gunter et al., [@B22], for similar results). This syntactic expectancy effect was modulated by the tonal function of simultaneously presented chords: It was reduced for words presented with a less-expected subdominant chord compared to an expected tonic chord. The present interaction also revealed that the musical expectancy effect was observed only for the expected words, but not for the syntactically unexpected words. The expected words showed a tonic facilitation as previously observed for sung, spoken and visual syllables (Bigand et al., [@B7]; Escoffier and Tillmann, [@B13]; Hoch and Tillmann, [@B24], respectively) and for expected words in sung sentences (Poulin-Charronnat et al., [@B44]). In contrast, syntactically unexpected words did not show the tonic facilitation. Escoffier and Tillmann ([@B13]) had shown that in a cross-modal paradigm the relative facilitation between tonic and subdominant chords was due to a benefit of the tonic, rather than to a cost of the subdominant. Given that this facilitation requires the processing of musical structures and tonal functions, the interference observed here with the processing of the unexpected word suggests that musical structure and linguistic syntax processing tap into the same processing resources, thus hindering the otherwise observed tonic benefit.

In contrast to the findings of Experiment 1 that were observed with morphosyntactic agreement manipulations (see also Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48]), Slevc et al. ([@B47]) have reported a different type of interactive pattern between music-syntactic and linguistic-syntactic processing using a syntactic garden-path manipulation(see also Fedorenko et al., [@B15], with object-extracted sentences): Self-paced reading-times were slower for target-words in syntactic garden-path sentences compared to simple sentences, but this effect was greater when presented with an unexpected out-of-key chord (107 ms) than with an expected in-key chord (31 ms). This comparison suggests that the type of linguistic-syntactic manipulation might lead to different interactive patterns with music-syntactic processing. Slevc et al. ([@B47]) and our Experiment 1 also differed in the type of music-syntactic violation tested (i.e., unexpected musical events that were out-of-key vs. in-key). This difference might also influence the type of interactive pattern observed, notably with an additional cost due to strong musical violations that include acoustic violations. This hypothesis would need to be tested in an experimental paradigm that also integrates a baseline condition. However, it is worth noting that in Slevc et al. ([@B47]), the expected words did not show the typically observed musical expectancy effect (i.e., faster processing for the expected tonic chord, e.g., Bharucha and Stoeckig, [@B4]): Reading-times of expected words were faster with unexpected out-of-key chords (i.e., 606 ms) than with expected in-key chords (i.e., 639 ms, see Slevc et al., [@B47] for a discussion).

Despite differences in interactive data patterns between our Experiment 1 and the study by Slevc et al. ([@B47]), overall findings showed interactive influences between simultaneous music-syntactic and linguistic-syntactic processing, thus suggesting shared processing resources for musical-syntax and linguistic syntax, as proposed by the SSIRH (Patel, [@B36]).

Experiment 2: Semantic Expectancy and Musical Expectancy
========================================================

To further investigate whether shared resources between music and language processing are restricted to linguistic-syntactic processing or extend to linguistic-semantic processing, previous studies have investigated the simultaneous processing of musical syntax and linguistic semantics (Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48]; Slevc et al., [@B47]; see also Poulin-Charronnat et al., [@B44]). In contrast to the consistently observed interactive influences between the simultaneous processing of syntactic structures in music and language, these studies have revealed mixed data patterns. With a cross-modal presentation, the processing of a linguistic-semantic violation was not influenced by the simultaneous processing of a music-syntactic violation (i.e., out-of-key chords or tones, Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Slevc et al., [@B47]). However, when participants were required to perform a dual-task on language (visually presented) and music (auditorily presented), interactive influences were observed between music processing and semantic processing (Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48]). A similar interactive pattern was observed for vocal music and the use of more subtle musical expectancy violations in a behavioral priming paradigm (Poulin-Charronnat et al., [@B44]): The musical expectancy effect (i.e., faster processing for expected tonic chords than for less-expected subdominant chords) was observed only for semantically expected words but vanished for semantically unexpected words. This interaction also revealed that tonal function modulated semantic processing: The semantic expectancy effect (i.e., faster processing for semantically expected words than for unexpected words) was reduced for words sung on the less-expected subdominant chord compared to words sung on the expected tonic chord. In contrast to the studies that did not report interactive influences between musical and semantic structures (Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Slevc et al., [@B47]), the interactive influences reported by Steinbeis and Koelsch ([@B48]) and Poulin-Charronnat et al. ([@B44]) suggest the extension of shared resources from syntactic structures to semantic structures.

In view of the previous studies, which revealed mixed data patterns using various materials and tasks, Experiment 2 investigated simultaneous linguistic-semantic and music-syntactic processing with the musical materials and the linguistic task of Experiment 1. The musical and linguistic materials and the linguistic task were comparable to Poulin-Charronnat et al. ([@B44]), but here used in a cross-modal presentation. As in Experiment 1, Experiment 2 used music-syntactic manipulation without acoustic confound, thus contrasting with all the previous studies using a cross-modal presentation (Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48]; Slevc et al., [@B47]): Chord sequences ended on either the expected tonic or the less-expected subdominant chord. For the language manipulation, the final word of the sentence was semantically expected or unexpected (as in all the previous studies). Thus, Experiment 2 investigated whether previously observed interactive influences between music and semantic processing (Poulin-Charronnat et al., [@B44]; Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48]) extends to a cross-modal presentation with subtle musical expectancy violations and with a task focusing on language only. If previously reported interactive influences between music-syntactic and linguistic-semantic processing were not due to the experimental task and/or the form of presentation of the materials (i.e., vocal music in Poulin-Charronnat et al., [@B44], and dual-task paradigm in Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48]), then in Experiment 2, the linguistic-semantic expectancy effect should be modulated by the tonal function of the final chord, and the tonal function effect (i.e., the musical expectancy effect) should be modulated by the linguistic-semantic expectancy.

Method
------

### Participants

Thirty-two students from the University of Lyon (*M* ± SD = 21 ± 2.38 years) participated in Experiment 2. The number of years of formal musical practice ranged from 0 to 14 (2.78 ± 4.32 years; Mdn = 0). This mean level of musical practice did not differ significantly from that of the participants in Experiment 1 \[*t*(31) = 0.90, *p* = 0.38\]. All participants gave informed consent. None of the participants had declared to have an auditory impairment, and none participated in Experiment 1.

### Materials and procedure

The musical sequences and the sentences ending on syntactically expected words of Experiment 1 were used. These syntactically expected words were also semantically expected, and they had been chosen, as described in Experiment 1, based on a free-completion test. Sentences were then matched by pair so that the semantically expected target word of one sentence defined the semantically unexpected target word of another sentence (and *vice versa*), resulting in 24 sentences ending on a semantically expected word and 24 sentences ending on a semantically unexpected word \[e.g., "Le mé-chant chien dort dans la **niche** (*vs*. **tente**)"/"*The nasty dog is sleeping in the* **kennel** (*vs*. **tent**)"\]. These combinations of semantically unexpected target-words were pretested (with 29 new participants, students of the University of Lyon). The semantically unexpected word was never chosen as an appropriate ending among multiple choices (including expected/unexpected words and fillers), except by two participants for one sentence (sentence 22, see [Appendix](#A1){ref-type="app"}). The procedure was as described for Experiment 1.

Results
-------

The mean accuracy was 94% and 95% for target-words and pseudo-words, respectively. The means of correct RTs were 608 ms (range, 447--879 ms) and 656 ms (range, 533--880 ms) for words and pseudo-words, respectively. As for Experiment 1, correct RTs were individually normalized with a mean of 0 and a SD of 1, providing *z*-scores (see footnote [1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). For words, percentages of correct responses (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) and normalized RTs (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) were, respectively, analyzed by two 2 × 2 ANOVAs with semantic expectancy (expected, unexpected) and tonal function (tonic, subdominant) as within-participant factors and either participants (*F*~1~) or target-words (*F*~2~) as random variables.

![**Normalized correct response times (*z*-scores) for words presented as a function of semantic expectancy (expected, unexpected) and tonal function (tonic, subdominant) for Experiment 2**. Error bars indicate between-participants SE.](fpsyg-02-00112-g002){#F2}

For correct responses and normalized RTs, the main effect of semantic expectancy was significant, *F*~1~(1, 31) = 20.98, *p* \< 0.001, MSE = 35.40, *F*~2~(1, 23) = 22.31, *p* \< 0.001, MSE = 24.30, and *F*~1~(1, 31) = 127.88, *p* \< 0.001, MSE = 0.08, *F*~2~(1, 23) = 91.44, *p* \< 0.001, MSE = 0.09, respectively: Expected words were processed more accurately and faster than semantically unexpected words. The main effect of tonal function was significant for normalized RTs, *F*~1~(1, 31) = 6.05, *p* \< 0.05, MSE = 0.05, *F*~2~(1, 23) = 7.71, *p* \< 0.05, MSE = 0.03, and marginally significant for correct responses, *F*~1~(1, 31) = 3.28, *p* = 0.08, MSE = 32.41, *F*~2~(1, 23) = 3.70, *p* = 0.07, MSE = 20.02, target word processing was more accurate and faster when presented in synchrony with a tonic chord than with a subdominant chord. The two-way interaction between semantic expectancy and tonal function was not significant \[*F*~1~(1, 31) = 0.21, *p* = 0.65, MSE = 0.04; *F*~2~(1, 23) = 0.83, *p* = 0.37, MSE = 0.03 for normalized RTs; and *F*~1~(1, 31) = 0.000, *p* = 1.00, MSE = 12.88, *F*~2~(1,23) = 0.005, *p* = 0.94, MSE = 19.00 for percentages of correct responses\].

Discussion {#s1}
----------

Experiment 2 replicated the well-known semantic priming effect (see McNamara, [@B35] for a review), with semantically expected words being processed faster and more accurately than unexpected words. In addition, a main effect of tonal function was observed with faster and more accurate processing of words presented in synchrony with an expected tonic chord than with a less-expected subdominant chord. The facilitated visual word processing when simultaneously presented with a tonic chord confirmed the previously described tonic facilitation, as observed for sung, spoken, and visual syllables (Bigand et al., [@B7]; Escoffier and Tillmann, [@B13]; Hoch and Tillmann, [@B24]).

Experiment 2 did not reveal interactive influences between linguistic-semantic and music-syntactic processing. The semantic priming effect did not modulate the musical expectancy effect nor was it modulated by the musical expectancy effect. The absence of interactive influence is consistent with some of the previous data observed with stronger musical expectancy violations (Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Slevc et al., [@B47]). As previously argued, it might suggest independent resources between music-syntactic and linguistic-semantic processing (see however the General Discussion here below).

Further insight can be provided by the comparison of the various data patterns of previous experimental studies that used similar materials, but differed in material presentation or tasks. In contrast to the data of Experiment 2, the data by Poulin-Charronnat et al. ([@B44]) suggested shared resources for music and semantic processing: They revealed interactive influences with similar materials and tasks as in Experiment 2, but presented as vocal music. The data by Steinbeis and Koelsch ([@B48]) also suggested shared resources with the observation of interactive influences for the same materials and cross-modal presentation as in Koelsch et al. ([@B31]), but using a dual-task (instead of a single task leading to a data pattern suggesting independent influences). Taken together, these findings suggest that the presentation form of the experimental material (as separate information streams in a cross-modal paradigm or combined in one information stream as in vocal music) and the attentional level required for the processing of each material type (in single vs. dual-tasks) influence whether interactive data patterns are observed between simultaneous music and semantic processing. In particular, interactive patterns might be observed for semantics when the tonal function is part of the task-relevant information stream(s).

It is worth noting that in contrast to the chord material used in the previously cited studies, behavioral and ERPs for sung melodies suggested independent processing of music and semantic expectancy violations (Besson et al., [@B2]; Bonnel et al., [@B8]). However, even for this melodic material, (1) a reduction of the N400 for semantically unexpected words sung on an unexpected tone can be noticed in the reported ERPs (see Besson et al., [@B2], Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, p. 496, but not significant), and (2) these studies (Besson et al., [@B2]; Bonnel et al., [@B8]) used two explicit tasks (i.e., semantic and musical coherence judgments) that might lead participants to separately analyze musical and linguistic information, thus weakening interactive influences.

General Discussion
==================

Our study manipulated the tonal function of chords together with either syntactic or semantic structures in a cross-modal paradigm. Experiment 1 revealed interactive influences between music-syntactic and linguistic-syntactic processing. The effect of linguistic-syntactic expectancy was reduced when the target word was simultaneously presented with a less-expected subdominant chord, and there was no effect of musical expectancy for syntactically unexpected words. This outcome extends interactive influences previously observed with strong violations of musical expectancies (Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48]; Fedorenko et al., [@B15]; Slevc et al., [@B47]) to more subtle violations of musical expectancies. By contrast, Experiment 2 did not reveal interactive influences between music-syntactic and linguistic-semantic processing: Only main effects of tonal function and semantic expectancy were observed. The absence of interactive influences is in agreement with some of the previous studies investigating music-syntactic and linguistic-semantic processing (Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Slevc et al., [@B47]), but differs from the interactive influences consistently observed for music-syntactic and linguistic-syntactic processing (Experiment 1; Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Slevc et al., [@B47]).

Overall, the findings of our two cross-modal experiments can be interpreted as new support for the SSIRH (Patel, [@B36]), notably by revealing interactive influences between music-syntactic and linguistic-syntactic processing, but not between music-syntactic and linguistic-semantic processing. More importantly, the controlled construction of our musical material allowed focusing on the influence of musical structure processing, notably by excluding that the observed interference was due to acoustic deviance processing (thus going beyond previous studies using out-of-key events, e.g., Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48]). In particular here, the influence of the musical structures was based on the tonic facilitation (rather than on a subdominant cost), as suggested by previous research including a neutral baseline condition (Escoffier and Tillmann, [@B13]).

In the following, we propose to discuss our study together with the currently available data on simultaneous musical and linguistic (syntactic or semantic) structure processing, revealing the need for future studies and suggesting an extension of the SSIRH. Simultaneous music and syntactic processing has consistently shown interactive influences (Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48]; Slevc et al., [@B47]; Fedorenko et al., [@B15]; Experiment 1), while simultaneous music and semantic processing has either shown interactive influences or not (Poulin-Charronnat et al., [@B44]; Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48] vs. Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Slevc et al., [@B47]; Experiment 2). To further investigate simultaneous musical and linguistic structure processing (notably as a function of the type of linguistic expectancies, syntax vs. semantics), we ran an additional analysis combining Experiments 1 and 2: This combined analysis revealed a two-way interaction between musical and linguistic expectancy effects, but this interaction was not significantly modulated by the type of linguistic manipulation (syntactic or semantic)[^2^](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}. Interestingly, even though the interaction was not significant in Experiment 2, the effect sizes suggested a similar interactive pattern as in Experiment 1: The influence of tonal function was stronger for expected words ($\eta_{p}^{2} = 0.16$ and $\eta_{p}^{2} = 0.13$ for syntax in Experiment 1, and for semantics in Experiment 2, respectively) than for unexpected words ($\eta_{p}^{2} = 0.00$ and $\eta_{p}^{2} = 0.07,$ for syntax and semantics, respectively). It is worth noting that also in Slevc et al. ([@B47]), the mean RT data for semantics mirrored this interactive pattern (see also Poulin-Charronnat et al., [@B44]), even if not significantly: The mean reading-times of semantically expected and unexpected words differed more strongly when the simultaneously presented chord was the expected in-key chord (i.e., 71 ms) than when it was the unexpected out-of-key chord (i.e., 38 ms, see Slevc et al., [@B47], Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, p. 377).

Beyond the influence of the presentation form and the experimental task (see [Discussion](#s1){ref-type="sec"} of Experiment 2), the rather unstable data pattern for music and semantic processing, which is observed over the currently available studies, might have been based on the type of semantic violation that has been used in all the cited studies, and that contrasts to the expectancy violations applied to syntax. The challenge to aim for comparable violation types and to equate the levels of processing difficulty between the to-be-compared materials is not only encountered by research investigating language and music, but is also well-known in research investigating linguistic syntax and semantics (e.g., Friederici et al., [@B17], [@B18]). In studies investigating language and music processing, up to now, the syntactic expectancy violations consisted of syntactic errors (e.g., gender violations, Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48]; Experiment 1) or syntactic complex sentences (Fedorenko et al., [@B15]; Slevc et al., [@B47]), while the semantic expectancy violations consisted of correct, but low-cloze probability words (Koelsch et al., [@B31]; Poulin-Charronnat et al., [@B44]; Steinbeis and Koelsch, [@B48]; Slevc et al., [@B47]; Experiment 2). This comparison thus points to the potential influence of the strength of the structure manipulations, and it raises the question whether the use of stronger semantic violations (semantic errors, semantically implausible words) or semantically more complex structures might produce more consistent interference with simultaneous music processing. The underlying hypothesis would be that, as previously suggested by Steinbeis and Koelsch ([@B48]), neural resources might be shared for the processing of structure violation and the integration of unexpected events for both musical structures and linguistic-semantic structures. As phrased by Slevc et al. ([@B47]), music and language processing might share "resources for a more general type of processing (e.g., for a process of integrating new information into any type of evolving representation)," p. 375).

Research in music cognition and psycholinguistics has suggested that both music and language processing require integrative processes. Each incoming event needs to be integrated on-line into an updated mental representation of the global context, notably to form a coherent and meaningful representation (Friederici, [@B16]; Jackendoff, [@B25]; Patel, [@B36], [@B37]; Hagoort, [@B23]; Tillmann, [@B52]). For language, structural integration of information over time is necessary for both syntactic and semantic processing (Gibson, [@B21]; Friederici, [@B16]; Jackendoff, [@B25]; Hagoort, [@B23]). At the sentence level, readers or listeners need to integrate newly incoming information to update their mental representation, and create a coherent and meaningful situational model (e.g., van Dijk and Kintsch, [@B54]; Kintsch, [@B28]). This research in music and language cognition, taken together with the observation of interactive influences between music and syntactic processing and between music and semantic processing (at least in some of the studies), led us to propose that structural integration resources might be the key concept of shared resources in the processing of music, syntax, and semantics. The SSIRH might thus be extended from syntactic to more general structural integration resources. This hypothesis of shared structural integration resources needs to be further investigated by testing (1) stronger semantic expectancy violations (e.g., semantically implausible words) or sentences with more complex semantic structures (e.g., semantic garden-path sentences, role assignment violations), which require more complex processes such as a reanalysis and a reinterpretation of the previous information, and (2) predictions for interactive influences beyond music and linguistic structure processing, notably for the simultaneous processing of other structured materials, such as arithmetic, movies, dance, or action sequences (see also Jackendoff, [@B26])[^3^](#fn3){ref-type="fn"}. This hypothesis integrates in research revealing the role of inferior frontal cortex (in particular, Broca\'s area and its right-hemisphere homolog) not only in language processing for syntax and semantics (e.g., Kotz et al., [@B33]), but also in the processing of musical structures (e.g., Maess et al., [@B34]; Tillmann et al., [@B53]) and artificial grammar structures (Petersson et al., [@B43], [@B42]) as well as sequential manipulation and structuring of notes, syllables, visuo-spatial materials or action sequences (e.g., Gelfand and Bookheimer, [@B20]; Tettamanti and Weniger, [@B51]) and the perception and production of temporal sequences (Schubotz et al., [@B46]; Coull, [@B12]). Converging evidence has been provided by patient studies (in particular Broca aphasics), showing deficits in language processing as well as musical structure processing (Patel et al., [@B39]), artificial grammar learning (Christiansen et al., [@B9]) and the perception of human action (Fazio et al., [@B14]). As developed by Petersson et al. ([@B42]), the inferior frontal cortex (centered on BA 44 and 45) might thus be a main candidate for the encoding and subsequent processing of discrete elements presented in a sequence, thus providing domain-general neural resources for on-line sequence processing that requires the structural integration of events in an incremental and recursive manner.

Conclusion
==========

Recent research has investigated the hypothesis of neural resources shared between music and language processing, in particular differentiating syntax and semantics of the language material. While musical structure processing interacted consistently with linguistic syntax processing, the data patterns observed for musical-syntax and linguistic-semantics were less clear, showing either interactive patterns or not. Our study tested the simultaneous processing of musical syntax with either linguistic syntax (Experiment 1) or semantics (Experiment 2) and the observed data pattern is in agreement with these previous findings. A closer analysis of material, violation types as well as experimental tasks suggests the extended hypothesis of shared structural integration resources that goes beyond syntactic integration. This extended hypothesis now requires future research to further investigate not only music and language processing, but also the behavioral and neural correlates of the simultaneous processing of other material types that require structural and temporal integration (such as action, for example).
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^1^Analyses for pseudo-words are reported here for completion. For Experiments 1 and 2, respectively, percentages of correct responses and normalized RTs were analyzed by 2 × 2 ANOVAs with linguistic expectancy and tonal function as within-participant factors. No significant effects were observed, except a main effect of linguistic expectancy in Experiment 1. Pseudo-words that matched expected words were processed faster than pseudo-words that matched syntactically unexpected ones, *F*~1~(1, 31) = 4.49, *p* \< 0.05, MSE = 0.04, *F*~2~(1, 23) = 6.53, *p* \< 0.05, MSE = 0.02.

^2^The two-way interaction between musical and linguistic expectancy manipulation was significant, *F*~1~(1, 62) = 4.01, *p* \< 0.05, MSE = 0.04, but the three-way interaction integrating also the type of linguistic manipulation (syntactic or semantic) was not significant: *F*(1,62) = 1.73, *p* = 0.19, MSE = 0.04.

^3^These predictions have been started to be tested in recent works (see Sammler et al., [@B45] for action; Hoch and Tillmann, submitted, for maths).

  No.   Context                                     Expected target word      Syntactically unexpected target word   Semantically unexpected target word
  ----- ------------------------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
  1     Le bon cam-peur dort dans                   la tente                  le tente                               la niche
        *The good camper is sleeping in*            *the~\[fem.\]~ tent*      *the~\[masc.\]~ tent*                  *the~\[fem.\]~ kennel*
  2     Le mé-chant chien dort dans                 la niche                  le niche                               la tente
        *The nasty dog is sleeping in*              *the~\[fem.\]~ kennel*    *the~\[masc.\]~ kennel*                *the~\[fem.\]~ tent*
  3     Le beau mou-choir est dans                  la poche                  le poche                               la tasse
        *The beautiful handkerchief is in*          *the~\[fem.\]~ pocket*    *the~\[masc.\]~ pocket*                *the~\[fem.\]~ cup*
  4     Le pe-tit sucre est dans                    la tasse                  le tasse                               la poche
        *The small piece of sugar is in*            *the~\[fem.\]~ cup*       *the~\[masc.\]~ cup*                   *the~\[fem.\]~ pocket*
  5     Le nou-veau train est dans                  la gare                   le gare                                la classe
        *The new train is coming into*              *the~\[fem.\]~ station*   *the~\[masc.\]~ station*               *the~\[fem.\]~ class*
  6     Le sage é-lève est dans                     la classe                 le classe                              la gare
        *The wise student is in*                    *the~\[fem.\]~ class*     *the~\[masc.\]~ class*                 *the~\[fem.\]~ station*
  7     Le jo-vial bu-veur lève                     le verre                  la verre                               le sort
        *The cheerful drinker is rising*            *the~\[masc.\]~ glass*    *the~\[fem.\]~ glass*                  *the~\[masc.\]~ fate*
  8     Le mé-chant sor-cier jette                  le sort                   la sort                                le verre
        *The evil wizard is casting*                *the~\[masc.\]~ fate*     *the~\[fem.\]~ fate*                   *the~\[masc.\]~ glass*
  9     Le gros gâ-teau gonfle dans                 le four                   la four                                le trou
        *The big cake is rising in*                 *the~\[masc.\]~ oven*     *the~\[fem.\]~ oven*                   *the~\[masc.\]~ hole*
  10    Le pe-tit rat entre dans                    le trou                   la trou                                le four
        *The little rat is coming into*             *the~\[masc.\]~ hole*     *the~\[fem.\]~ hole*                   *the~\[masc.\]~ oven*
  11    Le sé-rieux doc-teur prend                  le pouls                  la pouls                               le nord
        *The serious doctor is taking*              *the~\[masc.\]~ pulse*    *the~\[fem.\]~ pulse*                  *the~\[masc.\]~ north*
  12    Le jeune ran-don-neur perd                  le nord                   la nord                                le pouls
        *The young hiker loses*                     *the~\[masc.\]~ north*    *the~\[fem.\]~ north*                  *the~\[masc.\]~ pulse*
  13    Le vieux bou-lan-ger roule                  la pâte                   le pâte                                la feuille
        *The old baker is rolling*                  *the~\[fem.\]~ dough*     *the~\[masc.\]~ dough*                 *the~\[fem.\]~ sheet*
  14    Le jeune é-co-lier plie                     la feuille                le feuille                             la pâte
        *The young schoolboy is folding*            *the~\[fem.\]~ sheet*     *the~\[masc.\]~ sheet*                 *the~\[fem.\]~ dough*
  15    Le bon me-nui-sier coupe                    la planche                le planche                             la viande
        *The good carpenter is cutting*             *the~\[fem.\]~ board*     *the~\[masc.\]~ board*                 *the~\[fem.\]~ meat*
  16    Le cos-taud bou-cher coupe                  la viande                 le viande                              la planche
        *The strong butcher is cutting*             *the~\[fem.\]~ meat*      *the~\[masc.\]~ meat*                  *the~\[fem.\]~ board*
  17    Le jeune nu-diste est sur                   la plage                  le plage                               la scène
        *The young nudist is on*                    *the~\[fem.\]~ beach*     *the~\[masc.\]~ beach*                 *~\[fem.\]~ stage*
  18    Le grand chan-teur est sur                  la scène                  le scène                               la plage
        *The famous singer is on*                   *~\[fem.\]~ stage*        *~\[masc.\]~ stage*                    *the~\[fem.\]~ beach*
  19    Le gour-mand che-val mange                  le foin                   la foin                                le joint
        *The greedy horse is eating*                *the~\[masc.\]~ hay*      *the~\[fem.\]~ hay*                    *the~\[masc.\]~ gasket*
  20    Le pe-tit dro-gué fume                      le joint                  la joint                               le foin
        *The little drug addict is smoking*         *the~\[masc.\]~ joint*    *the~\[fem.\]~ joint*                  *the~\[masc.\]~ hay*
  21    Le jeune é-co-lier lève                     le doigt                  la doigt                               le clou
        *The young schoolboy is lifting*            *the~\[masc.\]~ finger*   *the~\[fem.\]~ finger*                 *the~\[masc.\]~ nail*
  22    Le gauche bri-co-leur plante                le clou                   la clou                                le doigt
        *The clumsy home constructer is planting*   *the~\[masc.\]~ nail*     *the~\[fem.\]~ nail*                   *the~\[masc.\]~ finger*
  23    Le bel a-vion vole dans                     le ciel                   la ciel                                le bus
        *The beautiful plane is flying in*          *the~\[masc.\]~ sky*      *the~\[fem.\]~ sky*                    *the~\[masc.\]~ bus*
  24    Le jeune é-lève monte dans                  le bus                    la bus                                 le ciel
        The young student is getting into           *the~\[masc.\]~ bus*      *the~\[fem.\]~ bus*                    *the~\[masc.\]~ sky*
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